
SPEAK UP!

Transforming average events into 
EPIC experiences as an 

ENERGETIC virtual, hybrid and in-
person Event Emcee (MC). 

How Women 
in Business 
Can Profit 
from Public 
Speaking

The Ultimate 
Guide to 
Dominate in 
the Speaking 
Industry

SPEAK
BLACK
WOMAN

EVENT EMCEE EVENT HOST MASTER MODERATOR

As soon as Quinn Conyers opens her mouth you will quickly realize why her energy is her 
superpower!  She has over 17 years of in-person and virtual public speaking and event hosting 
experience. She has served as an engaging Event Emcee (MC) and speaker for organizations such as 
Nike, Visa,  M&T Bank, the Black Podcaster Awards, Maryland Public Television (MPT) and the Better 
Business Bureau (BBB) to name a few.

She is dynamic at keeping events on time, quick on her feet and is easy to work within a fast paced 
environment. Quinn is a master at moderating and emceeing events that can last a few hours or 
multiple days. Her expert Emcee services are perfect for event planners who value robust 
experiences designed to make their events unforgettable. 

Quinn has recently been named a Dream in Black Future-Maker by AT&T and was honored by   
    her high school as a 2021 Distinguished Alumni.

Quinn is a member of the National Speakers Association (NSA) and the Black Speakers 
    Network (BSN). She holds a Bachelors' Degree from West Chester University and a 
       Masters from Howard University.
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BOOKS



Quinn's Previous Speaking  and Emcee Engagements  VIRTUAL, HYBRID & I N- PERSON

Multi-Day Events
Business Pitch Competitions 
Business/Leadership Events
Employee/Client Appreciation 
Events
Fundraising Galas

EVENT EMCEE/HOST

FIRESIDE CHAT INTERVIEWER

EMCEE IN RESIDENCE

MASTER MODERATOR
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Quinn was our MC for the TEDx Catoctin 
Circle Women event and she slayed the 
audience with her wit, sense of humor, 
professional demeanor, and can-do attitude. 
Quinn immediately impressed us all with 
Wow power. Her post-event survey results 
were 5 out of 5, with the following 
comments: awesome, added value to the 
event, high energy, and often referred to as 
the lady with amazing positive high powered 
attitude."

Quinn's Emcee role was one of the 
highest rated attributes of our annual 
2018 event.   So of course, we asked 
her to come back in 2019 and we 
received the same results - high ratings 
for how Quinn personalized the event, 
kept it moving with efficiencies 
without seeming "rushed", and told 
the story of BBB through the event's 
awards and program services.   She 
literally is one of the key's to our 
annual event's success." 

“

“

“

—TANJA THOMPSON
TEDX CURATOR —ANGIE BARNETT

PRESIDENT & CEO OF BETTER 
BUSINESS BUREAU (BBB)

Our audience commented on how Quinn's energy and ability to host a virtual event we 
hosted in partnership with Nike was flawless! She kept the audience engaged and the flow 
thriving at all times. Her energy was infectious and she did an awesome job incorporating 
sports analogies into the business world. If you need an interactive, high-energy event 
emcee, host or moderator Quinn Conyers is the woman for the job! I highly recommend 
her!" 

—SHELLY BELL
FOUNDER OF BLACK GIRL VENTURES
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Quinn served as the Event Emcee before 500 women at the Women's Leadership Forum and she became the voice of the 
voiceless. Asking probing questions of our keynote and panelist as a magnetic moderator while allowing them to still be in 
the spotlight was amazing to witness. Ahhhhh, the art and gift of her existence and talent only few possess."

—COLETTE C.

As a result of Quinn’s 
accomplishments, she has been 
featured in Black Enterprise, 
Essence, Speakers, So Empowered 
and Young Money Magazines. She 
has also been featured on the cover 
of Vision and Purpose and 
Empowering Women to Speak Out 
Magazine. She’s made it to the 2nd 
round of Shark Tank auditions 4X, 
has appeared on Entrepreneurs 
Elevator Pitch TV Show and Good 
Morning Washington. 
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FOUNDER OF THE WOMEN'S 
LEADERSHIP FORUM




